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R6sum6. Nous pr6sentons deux caract6risations des adh6rences rationnelles en termes de langages 
finis, d'homomorphismes strictement alphab6tiques et d'homomorphismes uniformes inverses. 
Nous en d6duisons une caract6dsation similaire pour les to-langages rationnels. 
Abstract. We present wo characterizations of rational adherences in terms of finite sets, strictly 
alphabetic morphisms and inverse uniform morphisms. We deduce a similar characterization for 
rational to-languages. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of adherence has been introduced by Nivat in [8]. The adherence of 
a finitary language L, denoted by adh(L), is an to-language which is, in some sense, 
the limit of L. Moreover, adh(L) is a rational to-language, called rational adherence, 
whenever L is rational. This notion was shown very useful for the study of to- 
languages and several papers deal with it [1, 4, 8, 10]. 
The aim of this note is to prove that rational adherences can be obtained from 
finite sets using the to-operation, morphisms, and inverse morphisms. 
The technique of the proof is the same as for similar characterizations of rational 
monoids [2, 5, 6, 9, 11]. However, it seems that our results cannot be directly obtained 
from these. As a consequence we get that every rational adherence (respectively 
rational to-language) can be obtained from the single language a°' (respectively 
(a'b) °') with at most three nonerasing morphisms and inverse morphisms. 
2. Rational adherences 
Let X be an alphabet. The empty word is denoted by e; X"  is the set of infinite 
words over X and X °°= X*+ X '°. 
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The to-operation (or infinite power) and the adherence associate with a finitary 
language L__q X* the to-languages L °' and adh(L) defined by 
E "° ={u~X '°]u = u lu2 . . ,  u , . . . ,  u i~ L-{e}, i>0}, 
adh(L) = {u ~ X °' ] pref(u) c__ pref(L)}, 
where pref(u) and pref(L) are the set of finite left factors of u and the set of left 
factors of the words of L. 
An to-language L _ X ~' is said to be an adherence if L = adh(A) for some finitary 
language A. A rational adherence is an adherence of some rational anguage, and 
(1) Lc  X "° is a rational adherence iff L=adh(pref(L) )  and pref(L) is rational. 
Morphisms and inverse morphisms, defined on finite words, are extended by 
continuity, in an obvious way, to infinite ones since morphisms are compatible with 
the prefix order (u < v~h(u)  < h(v)) and X °~ provided with that order is a complete 
partial ordered set (cpo). 
The interest of nonerasing morphisms is that the result of such an extension 
remains a monoid morphism, that the image of an infinite word is an infinite word, 
and that the inverse image of a finite word is a finitary language. Furthermore, the 
family of rational adherences i closed under nonerasing morphisms, inverse non- 
erasing morphisms, and intersection [4, 10]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let L ~_ X °" be an to-language. Then L is a rational adherence iff there 
exist two finite languages F~, F2, and a strictly alphabetic morphism g such that 
L = g(F'~ n F'f). 
Proof. The 'if '-part is a direct consequence of closure properties of rational adheren- 
ces since, for all finite sets F, F° '=  adh(F*),  hence, F '° is a rational adherence. 
For the 'only-if'-part, let F be a rational adherence; then, L = adh(pref(L)) and 
pref(L) is rational. 
Let A = (X, Q, qo, T, 8) be a deterministic automaton which recognizes pref(L) 
with T, the set of terminal states, being equal to Q. Let us denote by T"(A)  the set 
of infinite words that is recognized by A using Buchi's condition, that is, T"(A)  is 
the set of infinite words w such that there exists an infinite path p on A: 
P=(qo ,  w(1), ql)(ql, w(2), q2). . .  (qn-1, w(n), qn) . . . ,  
with q~ a terminal state for infinitely many n ~ N. Then we immediately get that 
T'°(A) = adh(pref(L) )= L since A is deterministic and T= Q [3, 7]. We can now 
define the finite sets F~, F2, and the morphism g. Let Y~ be the alphabet 3f = {~ Ix e X} 
and Z be Q x (X w 3~) x Q. The morphism g: Z~°-> X °~ is defined by 
g(q ,x ,q ' )=g(q ,g ,q ' )=x  foral lq, q ' inQ,  x inX .  
Let F1 be the set 
F1 = {(qo, x, q')]q'= 8(qo, x), x ~ X} 
u {(q, x, q')(q', y, q")]q'= 8(q, x), q" = 8(q', y), x, y ~ X}, 
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ad finally, let F2 be the set 
F2 = {(q, £, q')(q',  y, q" ) [q '=8(q,  x),  q"=8(q 'y ) ,x ,  y~ X}.  
is quite clear that a word u e Z °' belongs to F~' n F~' iff it is of  the form 
u = (qo,)70, ql)(q~, Y~, q2)(q2, )72, q3) • • - (qn, u,, qn+~) • - •, 
ith 
{y~ if i is odd,  
u~ = )7~ if i is even, 
ad thus u represents a coding of an infinite path on A of  the inf in i te.word 
,y~Y2... Y , . . . ,  that is, g(u) .  
Reciprocally, for all w ~ L = T ' (A)  there exists an infinite path  p on A and then 
word u in F~' n F~' such that g(u) = w. 
Hence, the equal ity L = g(F'~ n F'~). [] 
roposition 2.2. Let L c X "° be an to-language. Then L is a rational adherence iff there 
:ist a finite set F and a uniform morphism h such that L= h-~(F~'). 
roof. The ' i f ' -part holds for the same reasons as for Proposit ion 2.1. For the 
nly-if'-part, we use a construct ion which appeared in [9] for the first time. 
Let A be the same automaton defined previously, and let Q = {qo, q l , . . . ,  qn}. 
Define the morphism h:X°°~ (X  u {z}) °°, where z is a new letter not in X, by 
ix) = xz", Vx  ~ X, and 
F = {z'xz"-J l  x ~ X,  c b = 8(q,x)}.  
aen it is easy to verify that L= T" (A)  = h- l (F '°) .  [] 
~rollary 2.3. L~_X °" is a rational adherence iff L= hi -lo h2 o h31(a ~') for  some 
merasing morphisms hi ,  h2, h3. 
• oof. From Proposit ion 2.2, it suffices to prove that F ~'= k o l - t (a  ~) for some 
merasing morphisms k, l, whenever F is finite (note that a* '=  adh(a*)) .  Let F 
', { f~, f2 , . . .  , fn}~ X + and Z={z~, . . . ,  Zn} be an alphabet; define k:Z~°--.>X°° by 
izi) =f~, i ~ [p] and l: Z °°--> {a}oo by l(zi) = a, i ~ [p]. Then one immediately gets that 
l -~(a  0") = Z °" and k(Z  "°) = F "~ 
td hence the result. []  
Furthermore, one can remark that h~ is uniform and h3 strictly alphabetic. 
~roilary 2.4. The intersection of  an to-language with a rational adherence is equal 
hi ° h21 o ha for  some morphisms hi, h2, h3, respectively, strictly alphabetic, noneras- 
g, and uniform. 
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In other words, for all rational adherences A, there exist three nonerasing 
morphisms ht, h2, h3 such that Lc~ A = ht o h~ -t° h3(L) for all w-languages L. 
Proof. Let the set F and the morphism h be defined as in the proof  of Proposition 
2.2 such that A = h-:t(F°'). 
One can first note that Ln  A = Ln  h - t (F  °') is equal to g(h(L)  c~ F'°), where g is 
the morphism g: (X u {z})°°--> X ~° defined by 
g (z )=e and g(x)=x,  Vx~X.  
Let F be { f t , . . - ,  fp} and Y be the alphabet Y = { Yt, • • -, Yp}, and k: yoo_> (X u {z}) °° 
be the morphism such that k(y i )=f , i~[p] .  It is quite immediate that 
c~F" =/co k -t, i.e., 
VM ~ X'~: M n F"  = k o k - t (M)  
and thus one gets 
LenA=go ko k - to  h(L) 
with h being uniform, k nonerasing and g o k = hi strictly alphabetic. [] 
3. Rational co-languages 
Using a similar construction, we shall prove in this section that a rational oJ- 
language can be obtained from the oJ-language (a 'b ) "  (which is not an adherence) 
with morphisms and inverse morphisms, and as a consequence we get that rational 
adherences can be obtained from a °' with only one inverse morphism and two 
morphisms. 
We simply recall that rational o~-languages are characterized [7] as w-languages 
that are recognized by (nondeterministic) automata within the process previously 
described (Buchi's condition). The family of rational oJ-languages, denoted by 
Rat(X°'), is closed under nonerasing morphism and inverse morphism [4, 10]. 
Proposition 3.1. Let L~X '° be an oo-language. Then, L eRat (X  °') /ff L= 
ht o h~ t o h3((a*b)')  for  some nonerasing morphisms ht, h2, h3. 
Proof. The ' i f -part  is obvious. 
Let A = (X, Q, qo, T, 8) be an automaton which recognizes" L (generally, A is 
nondeterministic), with Q = {qo, qt, .- •, q,}. Let .~" be {~lx ~ X} and z a new letter 
not in X u .~'. Let F be the following finite set: 
F= {z 'xz" - i lx  e X, qj~ B(q,, x), q.i~ T} 
u{zi~z"-Jlx eX, q~z 8(qi, x), q~z T}. 
We use the same method as for Proposition 2.2, but we have to distinguish terminal 
states in order to eliminate infinite paths on A which are not successful according 
to the way of recognition. 
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As before, we pose F={f~, . . . , fp}  and Y={Y l , . . . , Yp} .  We now define the 
llowing morphisms: 
h~ : Y~-) X ~, hi(y,) = g(f~), i ~ [p]~ 
1ere g is defined by g(z) = e and g(x) = g(~) = x. Then, h~ is strictly alphabetic. 
h3: (a - l -b )~(a+b+z)  ~, ha(a)=az", h3(b)=bz n. 
len, h3 is uniform. 
h2 :Y~(a+b4-z )  ~, h2(yi)=k(f~), i~[p] ,  
lere k is defined by k(z)  = z, k(x)  = a, Vx ~ X, and k(~) = b, V~ e X. Then, h2 is 
,nerasing. 
We now have to prove that L = hl o h2 ~ o h3((a*b)'~). One can first note that 
h3((a*b) '°)=((az")*bz") '° 
d thus k-~oh3((a*b) ~') -~ ((Xzn)*.~z") ~', each word of it containing an infinity of 
trked letters which correspond to terminal states. 
Then, F~'c~ ((Xzn)*Xzn) '*' exactly represents the set of successful infinite paths 
the automaton, hence, 
L=f (F  ~ c~ ((Xz")*Xz")'°), (*) 
lere f is defined by 
f (x )=x ,  f (~)  = x, f ( z )=e.  
." know that nF  °'= lo 1 -~, where 1 is defined by l(yi) =f~, i~[p].  Thus we get 
=fo l o 1-1 o k -~ o ha((a*b) °') and it is easy to verify that 
h l=f° l  and h2=k° l ,  
ace the result. [] 
.roilary 3.2. Lc_X  ~ is a rational adherence iff L=h l  o h21o h3(a "°) for some, 
pectively, strictly alphabetic, nonerasing, and uniform morphisms hi, h2, h3. 
)of. In the previous construction, one can choose a deterministic automaton A
ich recognizes pref(L), with T= Q. Furthermore, (*) can be replaced by L= 
~ c~ (.~zn) ~) which immediately gives the result. [] 
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